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About This Game

"Samurai of Hyuga Book 2" is the blood-pumping sequel to the interactive tale you already know. Return to the land of silk and
steel, where fantasy and reality clash and tough choices await you at every turn.

Good thing you’re still the toughest ronin around.

"Samurai of Hyuga Book 2" is a 215,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Devon Connell, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Become a bodyguard, a savior, or just a killer with a good excuse. Try to keep your mind intact as you travel down the path of
madness, with twisted romances and drama at every turn. Love and lust, spirits and demons. What happens when you can’t tell

the difference anymore?

That and so much more await you in the second book of this epic series!

 Reclaim your role as a badass ronin, a master manslayer, and reluctant bodyguard for hire!

 Find romance or let it find you, tainted and twisted as it may be!

 Poetry and board games, dates and kabuki—try not to forget yourself in this unforgettable adventure!
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 Over 215,000 words of interactive fiction!
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I want more!! It's so good. >w< I can't wait til the next one comes!!!
I love your work!. Love this stoy so far, but dont realy feel like much was a complished in Book 2...though that said it used the
time to build up the characters and the relasionships you have with them...as well as seting the ground work for the start of the
next book which i think is a good thing. Though there is one glareing flaw i have to point out. THE 3rd BOOK IS NOT OUT
YET! GAH! T.T soo mean.... I love samurai too much, and the plot is only starting to make sense.
You won't understand a thing unless you play the first one, and you won't regret it.
The parragraphs are incredibly fleshed out, making the task of describing people and places in a way no other CYOA game has
done before.
It even serves as an History lesson on Japanese culture and traditions.
All and all, it's an excellent choice to pass the time if you like to read and get really involved in the story.
But make sure to buy the first part!. Part 3 is required. (And demanded!!). One of the best if not the best game from Choise of
Games.
The story is intresting, the characters are great and the choises matter.
I do recomend that you play the first part before playing this.
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I enjoyed the first game so I thought nothing of paying for the second instalment. If you like CYOA games and the first part of
this story then you will likely enjoy this one. For the amount of time I played this and the amount of interest it managed to get
out of me it surely represents great value for the price.

If you playthrough it once you can always create another character and do things differently. I have two characters in which I
take different options. Not all options will change the outcome of things though I should warn you, there is some illusion of
choice, but nevertheless it does allow you to really be your character and the characters I play really feel like my own.

The writing is good and its easy to get immersed into things, and I definitely feel attached to the characters. After being with
them in the story and interacting with them throughout the story you genuinely care about them.

You can choose certain aspects of your Ronin character, such as their name and aspects of their personality, but there are many
things you also cannot personalise which makes sense. Just a warning.

Be warned about the cliffhanger at the end.

I recommend playing the first game before this one.. I love this game. A decent game but a really weak game and a
disappointing one, Fatehaven was a perfectly complete game and the first game was a balanced game with everything perfect
but romance but the 2nd game feels like an MC travelling with his\/her crew as the first half is a shogi match story arc and the
second one is mystery island story arc, its starting to feel like a slow anime with slow pacing, the story barely progresses and the
characters were all unimportant and weak while the existing characters weren't developed at all, the interactions were good and
the scenes were good but it was too slow and unimportant......but to continue the series you need to play this game I guess, well
the Heroes Rise trilogy also had a disappointing 2nd entry.

The 3rd one should really focus on an epic story with romance and character interactions all in a balanced packaged like
Fatehaven as this game feels like 2 unimportant anime filler arcs........... This was an Amzing second chapter. I highly recomend
this and any following books by Devon Connell.. [Bad Rev... Good Review]
Continuing right off from the cliffhanger at book 1, it was refreshing to dive right back into the story. Already I have grown
attached to the various characters who reside by your side, each with strengths and flaws that make them feel alive, and very
much human. Yanderes have been the bane of my existence and it's nice to see it reflected in the engaging and sometimes grim
and humorous story. At a glance this series may not seem like much but once you break past that hesistance to purchase this you
won't regret it( unless you're illiteral or something). It's a relief to still see how your choices impact the story as well as add
additional dialogue according to your choices. Sure there aren't any pictures but I respect substance through engaging works of
literature than through excessive amounts of pictures. Although I'm\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that
I may have to wait a while for the next one, I give this a 10\/10. One of the better CYOA text games on Steam. A lot longer than
the first one and I felt like my choices had long lasting affects.. It's a great game, Very anime like if you enjoy those types of
things. You really feel the impact of your choices perhaps more so then any choice game I have played yet.

That said It's very frustrating to know when you make a choice that you shouldn't have made. Perhaps that above all things is my
biggest complaint. You can enjoy the story but you truly feel the impact of your choice more so if you made the wrong one.

It's easy to say there are no right or wrong answers however that is not what this game gives you the feeling of. You make a
wrong choice and you are going to realize it very quickly. I intend to play the game again and hope that I can get into a better
flow of things, for now this is my review and it's a positive one, but with reserved concern. It's a good book, though personally I
think the first one was better, for a simple reason - the first one was, somehow, funnier. Maybe it's because the entire book is....
how to say this without spoilers.... centered around drama? And I'm not a big fan of drama.
The book ends in the middle of the end, which I really don't get, and it's kind of annoying, but what can I do? It's a small price
to pay.
Also, I didn't like how little Junko, the psychopathic ronin with a thing for whoever your character is, appears. I mean, the
insane murderer is always a favorite, so put them in the book!
If your looking for blood and all that, like last book - sadly, much fewer people die in this book, though I'm happy to say all the
deaths happen in extremely gruesome ways.
Totally worth my misly 6$, so it's totally worth yours.. Love it, the only problem is waiting for the third book. Amazing.. Bought
this and the first one in a bundle.
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Now I need the third.

Think about what that answer means.
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